A36, before overload 8, flat

A36, after overload 8, flat

A36, before overload 8, flat

A36, after overload 8, flat

A36, before overload 8, flat

A36, after overload 8, flat

A36, before overload 8, flat

A36, after overload 8, flat
1018, before overload 8, flat

1018, after overload 8, flat

1018, before overload 8, flat

1018, after overload 8, flat

1018, before overload 8, flat

1018, after overload 8, flat
A588, before overload 1, flat

A588, after overload 1, flat

A588, before overload 1, flat

A588, after overload 1, flat

A588, before overload 1, flat

A588, after overload 1, flat
HPS70, before overload 2, flat

HPS70, after overload 2, flat

HPS70, before overload 2, flat

HPS70, after overload 2, flat

HPS70, before overload 2, flat

HPS70, after overload 2, flat
A514, after overload 3, flat
A514, before overload 3, flat
A514, after overload 3, flat
A514, before overload 3, flat
A514, after overload 3, flat
A514, before overload 3, flat
A514, after overload 3, flat
A514, before overload 3, flat
A514, before overload 9, flat

A514, after overload 9, flat
A514, before overload 11, flat

A514, after overload 11, flat

A514, before overload 11, flat

A514, after overload 11, flat